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-The Safety Evaluation Report on the ODYN code (Reference 2) is primarily an

evaluation of the calculational =del vith little discussion of implementation

requirements. Reference 3 provides the information required to bridge the gap

between evaluation and implementation. Specifically, there are eight items

covered in Reference 3; these are:

1. O0Yh Option B statistical adjustment factors,

2. Control rod drive scram insertion time conformance procedure for plans

licensed under ODYN Option 5,

3. Unc2rtainty in ODYN pressure calculations,

4. ODYN model temperature limits,

5. UncerUainty In subcooled boiling =del,

6. Description of electronic hydraulic control modal,

7. L'lstinog of 00,7M input vcl"ILableso

S. Czmparison of minimum critical power ratio oper&ting limits

est-ablished by REDY and OYN.

Each of these items is discussed below.

item 1. Statistical Adjustment Factors

Page 111-5 of Reference 2 allows two statistical approaches; one is a plant-

specific statistical analysis and the othar is a generic analysis for plant

groups (e.g. BWRP/2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and transients. The second approach involves

the establishment of rgneric ACPR/ICPR adjustment factors for groupings of

similar-type plants which can be applied to plant-specilic ACPRI/ICPR

calculation from the 00Th licensing topical retort (LTR) deterministic approach.

Reference 3 provides the statisticl adjustment factors for the three transients

hich are normlly limiting transients (load rejection or turbine trip without
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We find the scr= Insertion tIme conft'rance procedure to be acceptable,

Item 3. Uncertainty in ODYlf Proessure Calculations

Page 111-7 of P*fertnce 2 states that if SE can denmnstrate that the uncertainty

In calculated pressure is sml1 (e.g. by a factor of 10 or more) relative to the

tias In deterraining AVE vessel oveipressure limit, no addition of uncertainty

to the calculation's of pressure Is neded. A sensitivity study varying ODYN

Input paramters ever the range of Table 1 of Reference 2 shows the RMS

Uncertainty in the peak vessel pressure tU be 11 psi. GE estimates the bias

In the ASE czde to account for the material uncertainty to be approximately

310 psi. Therefore, there is no need to account for pressure uncertainty in
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Item 6. Description of Electronic Hydraulic Control Model

An early draft of Relfretice 2 stated aWherein electronic hydraulic controls

ara used in the design, the model used in selection of initial control setting

shall be submitted for staff review.2 This statenent was made because

Reference I provided information only for the mechanical hydraulic control.

GE claims that there is no functional difference between the two types of

control. However, they provided a description of the model in Reference 3.

We agree with the GE claim that there is no functional difference between the

t-z types of control.

Itemf 7. Listing of ODYN Inout Variables

Page III-10 of Referance 2 states "Listing of important input vzritbles such as

H13te~d In2 Tablo 1V tri initial plapt P-srme~- Includlng but flpt liimit-ed ti

control -yettmx ch ctristlcs as depicted in Figures 4-13 thriough 4-16 of

NEDO-24154, vol. 1, b&ut with nuzmerical values przvided should be provided with

each submIttl. The Initial control system characteristics, including the model

used in the selection of initial settings, shall be defined and substantiated In

terms of the design basis for each control system of the plant.' Item 7 of

Reference 3 lists typical values of these initial parameters which may be

Included by reference intz individual plant submittals provided tbevalues are

appropriate to the individual submittals.

,itam 8. Cometrison of* 14CPR Operating, Limits Established by REDY and ODYh

The Staff requested GE to provide a comparison of CPR operating limits based

on REDY and ODYN prediction. The pur;ose of such a comparison was to

cci
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The staff agracs with the GE assessment of tha relative severity of th2 trtnsients

listed. Therefore, the following events should be reanalyzed with ODYN for plants

which have analyses of record using REDY:

1) generator load r-tjection/turbine trip without bypass

2) feedwatar contr-ller failure maximum demand

3) Pmin staam line isolation valve closure-flux scram.

If for a particular plant another event should be more limiting than those just

listad, then the other event should also be reanalyzed with ODYN. For the new

plant. with transient anal.vses supplied by GE, all of the events listed in

Table 3 of Reference 1 should be analyzed with ODYN.
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Table I.

SM-w= F 'a-F STZX7Jp,.IAL AnJVS-.w-LT ZAC-.OU~ (LCV3IC?)

Grou-jings LR TrIc 3 ?* ~,fl?

31"I 2/3 !O2C --0. 006

-0.*0393WR 4/3 W/o n.7 - O

WR 4/5 VIC RPT - M

MM -,/S W/nT -D.

RMIE 4/3 FT MX

-0.016

-0.009
-Q..009

+0.026.,a.001

I.,1

*Wthte e=captiat of TUC? oT PUT evwatz, this s*.a of adjust~zt iactc:5
wilbe applicd to mll pressuriztion even~ts a~nalyzed withb the O=Y code to

establish the ORl operating l±i.±:, eimcm they typlcally Lirolve generatcr
a: rurbiz crtpa*
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adjustment factor (AF) to the ratio of the calculated values of
ACPR and ICPR (aCPR/ICPR)c:

(CPR ne(w = CPR
(T•-C-Rnew = MCPRTc + AF

This equation can be simplified to:

ICPRneW SL
rtE(CPR)CI - 7,-pF~c + AF]

Where SL = Safety Limit MCPR

It should be noted that in both the Option A and Option B cases, the
ICPR is defined as Safety Limit plus &CPR for the event being analyzed.

if you have any additional questions or comments, please contact me or
H. C. Pfefferlen on (408) 925-3392 of my staff.

Vary tr'uly youJi's,

R. H. Buchholz, Manager
BWR Systems Licensing
Safety and Licensing Operation

RHB:sem/1158-59 IF

cc: L. S. Gifford
M. W. Hodges
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